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Abstract: In this study, as waste water sampler was
designed and constructed The sampler operalion wm
controled with a low cost and eficient
microcontroller. The sampler was designed so that it
could operate under indusnial envirownent the lwman
intervention factor was reduced to minimum so that
the human health was protected agailtst chimecally
wasted water.

l. Introduction
Water is one of the most important needs for the
human life. Rivers are the main souroes of the water.
However, in developing counties, the need for
detecting these sornce is needed against the plants tbat
extraust their garbage.
Detection is imple,mented by inspecting lots of
samples that are collected fiom these sowces at
different times. These samples that are collected at
different times must be protected without blending.
This requires the workers to study carefirlly and
elaborately. 
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Our device has been desigged to automati€dly collect
the required amount of sample in the predefined time
intervals. The thing the user should do is to define the
beginning and the end of the collection process and
the interval duration each sample will be collected in
The system is running according to these values.
In the following section the PIC microconfroller rsed
in the system has been introduced. In the third section
the device which has !ee1 implemented as protoqDe
and the modules included in this device is being
exptained. The last section is occupied with the
conclusion and the discussions.

2. PIC @rogrammablc Intcgratcd Circuih)
2.1. What is PIC?
The PICs are the integraled circuits wtrich include
RAM, EPROM, EEPROM, PIA all of which are the
main components of a microprocessor. As these
components are contained in the same integrated
circuit, the size of the system based on these
microprocessors has bee,lr decreased, the cost has beeir
reduced and the most importantly the desigt of these
systems have become easier.
The address bus, the data bus and the control bus that
will connect the components such as CPU, RAM,

EPROM and PIA will not be considered s€parately in
such systems. Because all ofthese are placed into the
PICs by the company which produced thesc cilcrrits.
Because ofthe properties discussed above PICs bave
been the most preferable devicps nowadays. (Figure
2.1)The microprocessor nfiich nms the program tbat
is uritten into the PIC is bardwircd according to the
RISC architectrne. RISC architectrne is one of the
main architecture qpes that are us€d in
microprocessor design The other well knorrn
architectrne is CISC. In RISC architecture the size of
the instuction set of the microprocessor has be€o
reduced and these instnrctions are designed to nru in a
single clock cycle.

Figura 2.1. ATypical Microcontroller System

2.2. PIC rnstructiotr Structurc
Each of the instructions u/ritten in our programs
occupy 14 bits on PIC. First 6 bits of these 15 bits
rer,ogrnz.e the instnrction and the remaining 8 bia
carry the related data. Because the part that canies the
instnrction is 6 bits (26064), it is clear Sat there re at
most 64 instuctions in the PIC. For o<ample, there are
35 instructions in 16C84 PIC. This intcgrated circuit
op€rates at l0 MHz clock fiequenry and nms eactt
instnrction as fast as 400 ns. It contains lK EEPROM
as program memory, 15 special hardware registers, 36
ge,neral purpose registers and 64 byte EEPROM as
data memory. Theoretically, these ICs cao be
prograrnrned I million timcs md keep the programs it
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stores for mor€ than 40 yean withors loss of
information. As thefu suuctures are CMOS, PICs
consurnes very less eners/. The voltage range used in
applications lies between 2 and 6 volts. Although their
power is less, PICs have the ability to drive a LED
directly. Because of the discrssed properties of them
PICs are used widely nowadays.

3. The Structures and Operetion ofthe Systcm

The system includes there parts named as mainboar4
display card and feed card. lvlainboard is the part
where the microcontrol component is built in and all
the controls and adjustnents take place. The value and
the quality ofthe entered clock can be inspected by
means of display eard. Feed card is the pafi that
provides the +5V DC voltage all the ICs need and the
t30V DC voltage that is needed to feed the ste,p motor
and220Y AC volage for the punp.

The overall block diagram of tbe systern is shown in
figure 3.1

Figure 3.1. The overall block diagram ofthe system

PIC 16F84 microcontroller is used as the processor.
Only the oscillator circuit is occupied on the processor
level. This oscillator circuit detemines the opemtion
frequency of the PIC. A 4 KHz crystal at XT mode is
used in the system (Figure 3.2). Nl the conhols in the
system are implemented by the PIC. The PIC is

STEPMOTOR
PUMP

KEYEOAFD

programmed to provide collccting the required amout
of the water sample in predefined intervals according
to the hformation that are entered by the keys. Step
motor control card is made of nryo circuits which are
called as stator trigger lrquenc€ gen€rator and stator
driver circuit. Stator higger sequenoe generator, as its
nsms implieg generates a trigger in zuitable sequences
to provide the movement A bidirectional shift registu
(74194) has been used for this purpos{Figure 3.3).

StabrPhages

Figure 3.3. Stator Trigger Sequence Generator

When the shift register is initialized the load data
inputs (3d, 4n , 56 and 66 pins) are set to l00l and
mod€ control inputs are programmed for parallel load
Passing from one sequence to another ofthe sequence
generator is provided by microcontroller component
The ABCD outprtrs ofthe sequence gen€rator can not
drive the stator bandages of the step motor directty
[3,5]. For this aim, a drive circuit has been placed
between the sequence gen€rator and the motor @igrne
3.4).

Figure 3.4. Stator Driver Circuit

The pump control card is made of an optotriac that
provide physical insulation and a triac that implements
curcnt control. The control of the operation of the
PIC is made by PIC [4,6]. When the pB7 pin of the
PIC is on, the optotriac triggers the gate pin of the
triac to make it active. When the gate pin of the triac is

MAINBOARD

Figure 3.2. PIC 16C84 and Oscillator Circuit
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active it passes the curr€trt and ft€ pump begins to
operate (Figure 3.5)'

Display choosing and loading level md ke1 conGol
tevil are also controlled by the PIC and implemented
with suitable integnted circuie. Display level is made
of a 4 digit clock component by means of nfrich the
ent€,red values are insP€cted and a menu paft tbat
determines the quality of tbe entered value.

Figrre 3.5. PumP Control Circuit

4. Concluslon and DiscussidDl

As this sody is about cotlecting samplos from nater
resources such as barrage and rivers and tosting tb€se
samples to det€rmine the demeges thcy glye to lhe
environment, the first stc? was collecting information
from Selcuk University Environnent engineerlng

The tubes in which the samples are gathered must
have large sizes and also tbe number of these tubes
must be increased" The real-time control of the drink
water network in large cities is very important for

very useful interfacp and be ready to bc used in the
life.
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